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Abstract: The study examined the food grain market in Adamawa State. Specifically, the participants in the
market were identified and the performance of the food grain market was determined. Primary data were collected
from 117 respondents who were randomly sampled from markets in Yola North, Yola South and Girei local
government areas of Adamawa State. The data were analysed using descriptive statistics, the multiple
regression model and the operational efficiency formula. Results of the analysis revealed operational efficiency
was found to be 254.7 percent indicating that the food grain market is highly efficient in its operations. Among
the problems affecting the food grain marketing in Adamawa State, the poor transportation network was
identified as the most severe. Hence, it was recommended that Government should encourage the private sector
initiative in providing transportation by assisting in provision of credit facility to enable the private sector
operators to procure means of transport.
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INTRODUCTION in general have employed the Structure-conduct-

Over the last two decades, the world has witnessed the structure and conduct of food grain market in the
a landslide movement towards market liberalization. northeastern zone of Nigeria is largely unreported in
Although the pace and depth of liberalization have varied literature. In the absence of adequate information on
from place to place, the movement has affected both commodity marketing in the zone deriving from empirical
international and domestic markets and no continent studies, discussions of grain marketing policy in Nigeria
remains untouched. However, the kind of markets that will take place in an information vacuum. The information
have  emerged from this movement differs markedly vacuum is the result of little empirical knowledge of market
across sectors and countries [1]. Trade in agricultural structure, the behaviour of the various actors in the
commodities offers a striking illustration [2]. marketing system and the constraints they face that

In developed economies, liberalisation has resulted impede further innovation and productivity growth in the
in concentration and vertical integration, with a small food sub sector. 
number  of  large   corporations   purchasing   directly The central theme of this paper is that food grain
from farmers and selling to distributors [3]. In contrast, marketing warrants special attention for several reasons.
market  liberalization in poorer countries has resulted in First, food grains play an especially important role in
de-concentration and specialisation. As state-controlled Nigeria as staples in many homes; and secondly, the
agricultural marketing boards were abolished or scaled structure and conduct of the food grain market can affect
down, it was reported that domestic trade in agricultural the economy of the people in the communities and the
products was taken over by a myriad of small operators nation’s economy in significant ways. The paper focuses
operating in a rudimentary fashion [1]. This is particularly exclusively on Adamawa State because farmers in the
true in Africa in general and Nigeria in particular [4-11]. state depend greatly on production and marketing of
The presence of a large number of traders suggests that primary commodities as sources of employment, revenue
competition is fierce. and food supply. The study examined the structure and

Several studies that examined the marketing system conduct of the grain marketing system and identified
of various agricultural commodities and its implications variables that determine the volume of food grains
for  agricultural  and  economic  development  in Nigeria marketed.

performance (SCP) paradigm approach [12-16]. However,
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Analytical technique: The aggregate efficiency of costs, that is, measurable cash outlays that do not vary
agricultural marketing in a potentially Pareto efficient directly  with quantity traded       , such as rental of
sense can be expressed as the consumer surplus plus the facilities  and  market  fees;  and (3) profits, that is,
agricultural producer surplus minus marketing costs. This residual returns to non-traded inputs such as working
implies that total surplus is largest when the consumer capital.Othermeasures of interest are the gross margin rate
price is equal to the producer price plus marketing costs --           and the net margin rate .
there is no rent in trade -- and when unit-marketing costs
are minimized for the marketing chain as a whole [17-20]. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let pp and pc denote producer and consumer price,
respectively. The unit marketing costs of trader i are Main characteristics of surveyed traders: The main
denoted c . We assume perfect competition in trade. characteristics of surveyed traders are summarised ini

Arbitrage therefore requires that: Table 1. Most of the surveyed traders are men and are

per cent of the traders attended formal educational

where m is the number of traders who handled the
goods between producer and consumer. Respondents  possession  of marketing assets: The

Marketing costs per unit are in general functions of money traders used to purchase agricultural products and
the quantities q  handled by each individual trader, the pay marketing costs is fairly large. The median is muchi

distance d  traveled between trader i and his or her smaller, however, most working capital comes fromi

supplier and the number m of intermediaries between internal sources. The only source of external finance that
produce and consumer. The marketing tasks undertaken is used by a sizeable proportion of respondents is loans
by trader i is represented by a vector f  = {f  ... f } with from friends and relatives. The respondents lackedi i i

1 F

each individual task f  = {0,1}. Typical tasks are adequate equipment for the task of food grain marketing.i
1

assembly, quality verification and grading, transport, They do not own weighting equipment, transportation or
storage, processing, retail and micro-retail. Individual storage facilities. Apart from the trader himself and the
traders may undertake one or several tasks, e.g., purchase few hands that are hired to either load unto vehicles or
from producers (assembly) and sell to consumers (retail). off-load the goods thereafter, the respondents do not
The model can be expanded to include storage but we employ an abundant manpower. Non-family employees
ignore it for now. Marketing efficiency is maximized when: only account for a small fraction of manpower. Wages are

Margins: The traders provided information on the

where the total distance    between producer and trader in the supply market, transported to the sales
consumer is taken as given. If c (q ,d ,f ) is uniformly market and sold over a period of time [1]. On the average,i i i i

decreasing in q , marketing efficiency is achieved by the quantity purchased varied remarkably across thei

concentrating all trade into the hands of a single trading various categories of food grain traders in the markets.
firm. If, however, c (q ,d ,f ) is decreasing in q  only up to a The majority of traders keep the products they sell for ai i i i i

point  beyond which unit cost is a constant, firm of short period only, typically the time it takes to sell the
different sizes may coexist. But no firms of size smaller batch of purchased goods.
than      should be observed. Above     size is irrelevant for In Table 1 the gross margin rate 
efficiency [21]. is reported. Ultimately, this ratio determines the gap

Marketing efficiency can thus be studied by between producer and consumer price and hence the
analysing the shape of the unit cost function. In practice efficiency of market intermediation. It can be seen that the
unit cost has several components: (1) marketing costs; gross margin rate among surveyed traders is quite high.
that  is,  measurable  cash  outlays  that  vary with traded On the average, the sales price is 13.9% higher than the
quantities     , such as transport costs; (2) operating purchase price in the area.

mainly within the 30 and 50 years age bracket. About 56

institutions while about 37 percent others received no
formal education. 

paid on the basis of number of bags handled.

transactions they undertook during the trading year. A
transaction is essentially a load that is assembled by the
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Table 1: Main characteristics of surveyed business Table 3: Average quantity of purchase/week

Unit Mean Median

Characteristics of trader
Percent of men Per cent 80
Years in schooling No. of years 6.3 0
Working capital Nigeria Naira 61, 300 42, 047
Loans from friends and relatives Per cent receiving 34.2%
Manpower Number of people 2 1

Transaction costs
Quantity sold/week Kilograms 1, 370.9 946
Value of weekly purchase Nigeria Naira
Gross margin rate (1) Per cent 13.9 10

Marketing costs, of which
Transport costs Nigeria Naira 1.5% 0
Personal travel costs Nigeria Naira 1.0% 0
Bagging Nigeria Naira 0.5% 0
Taxes and fees Nigeria Naira 29.6% 21%
Marketing costs/purchase price Nigeria Naira 5.1% 3.2%
Net margin rate (2) Per cent

Table 2: Distribution of respondents according to level of marketing activity

Category of marketers No. of respondents Per cent (%)

Producers 10 8.8
Wholesalers 43 36.8
Retailers 42 35.9
Speculators 8 6.8
Processors 12 10.3
Assemblers/collectors 2 1.7
Number of valid observation 117

Structure  of  the  food  grain  market:  As  shown  on
Table 2 there are six categories of food grain traders in the
markets namely: i. the farmers (producers) who grow the
food grains; ii. those who buy food grain from farmers but
sell to traders (assemblers of collectors); iii. those who
buy from and sell to traders (wholesalers); iv. those who
buy  from traders but sell to consumers (retailers); v.
those who buy from farmers and traders but sell off to
traders and consumers when prices have appreciated
(speculators); and vi. the processors of food grains into
finished products. The proportions of sampled market
participants shows that wholesalers and retailers are the
two most dominant groups in the markets surveyed. The
smallest category is the assembler/collector. This implies
that there is vertical integration across the marketing
chain in the area thus agreeing with [1].

Food grain distribution channel in Adamawa state: The
produce flows from producers to consumer through six
channels or market outlets. These outlets include direct
sales to  rural  and  urban consumers, direct sales to rural

Unit of Quantity Per cent of total 
measure traded quantity traded

Wholesalers Kilograms 1, 662 51.81
Retailers Kilograms 795 47.83
Producers Kilograms 254 7.92
Processors Kilograms 164 5.11
Itinerant buyers Kilograms 333 10.38
Total quantity traded (a) 3, 208

Table 4: Average cost of marketing functions

Marketing function Cost per metric ton of food grains ( )

Transport 1, 675.20
Re-bagging/bagging 1, 157.20
Produce tax 1, 229.24
Storage 63.30
Handling charge 22.69

( ) = 130 US Dollar

assemblers/farmer-traders, sales to retailers and direct
sales to inter-regional traders and direct sales to
processors. The rural assemblers bought grains from
farmers at rural markets and resold to consumers at both
rural and urban markets. The assemblers are mainly market
speculators and operate independently in the market. The
wholesalers sold about 51.8 percent of total quantity
traded per week by selling to retailers, speculators and
consumers at both the rural and urban markets. 

Market concentration: Table 3 shows the average
quantity of food grains traded by the marketers. As state-
controlled agricultural marketing boards were abolished in
1986 by the Federal Government of Nigeria, domestic trade
in agricultural products was taken over by a myriad of
small operators operating in a rudimentary fashion. This
is particularly true in Africa [4, 5, 7-11]. The presence of a
large number of food grain traders suggests that
competition is fierce. One therefore expects individual
traders to be fairly efficient given the constraints they
face. At the same time, concentration (measured by the
Gini coefficient) is fairly high, indicating the co-existence
of a few very large enterprises with a large number of
small traders.

Market conduct: In Adamawa State farmers commence
the sale of food grains immediately after the harvest
season in December in order to generate revenue to take
care of some household needs during the end of year
festivities. The respondents indicated that over 50 percent
of  grain  sales by producers take place during that period.
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Another compelling reason the farmers gave for selling that traders probably pay more taxes through fuel taxes
their produce shortly after harvest is the paucity of than all other forms of taxation combined.
available storage facilities and the attendant fear of losses Most wholesalers sold grain directly to buyers
in storage. The farmers generally acknowledged that they (retailers, speculators, processors). However, in all the
possess weak bargaining power. Producers sell grain to markets merchants employed the services of commission
the highest bidder. agents who were paid sales commission for their service.

Marketing costs arriving at the sales price with the buyer. They also serve
Table 9 shows the average cost of marketing a ton of as market scouts to the merchants as they help to provide
grain: In this study information was collected on the them with market information, temporary storage services
various costs incurred in the process of assembling, and, arrange transport for transferring the grain.
transporting and selling the quantities purchased. These
costs outlays are referred to as marketing costs. Transport Factors that determine the volume of food grains
represents by far the largest component of marketing marketed: The results of the regression analysis are
costs, accounting for 40.4% of total. Economists have presented in Table 3. The equation of ‘best fit’ was
long noted the importance of transport costs in sub- selected with conformity to a priori economic criteria of
Saharan Africa [22-24]. The second and third most the magnitudes of the coefficients, magnitude of the
important  components  are  the  produce  tax and cost of standard error, signs and significance of the coefficient of
re-bagging. These costs represent 29.6% and 27.9% of multiple determination, F ratio and t ratio. Here, the
marketing cost, respectively. exponential function was selected as the lead equation

Marketing costs are small of the order N22.69 to because of its very minimal standard error, high F value
N63.30 per ton. Corresponding medians are even lower. and high R  (coefficient of multiple determinations). 
The large number of retailer who purchase from nearby The model shows that age, years of experience, cost
markets and thus incur little cash outlays for transport of storage facility, cost of transportation, handling
and such related market services affects marketing costs. charges, initial capital, produce tax, cost of re-bagging and
If the marketing cost is deducted from sales price the cost of security all have positive coefficients. This shows
resulting net margin rate remains high. Margins vary that an increase in level, quantity or quality of these
dramatically across traders. Some respondents appear to variables increases the quantity of food grain to be
be incurring massive losses while others make windfall distributed. Furthermore, variables such as cost of
profits. Part of this variation comes from measurement storage facility and cost of transportation are significant
error because respondents do not hold accounts. Annual at 10 percent level, while cost of re-bagging is significant
sales and purchases are extrapolated on the basis of a few at  5  percent  level. Here the law of maximization of size
key indicators. The variation also suggests that unit and space takes place in relation to cost of storage,
margins in agricultural trade are extremely volatile. It can transportation, security, handling charges and produce
be surmised that higher margins are needed to cover tax. An increase in transportation and storage cost brings
higher operating costs. This may be the case since, on about a maximum utilization of storage space and
average, operating costs are as high as N4, 147.63 per ton transportation available by increasing the quantity of
of food grain. There is variation in the composition of this grains stored and that transported. The same situation is
cost across markets and from one trader to the other. The applicable to an increase in the cost of security, produce
data also show the burden of taxation to be high, average tax and quantity of food grains purchased.
of N1, 1229.24 per ton, compared to an average annual On the other hand, sex, family size, educational
turnover (Table 3). While very few traders pay income tax, background and loan over period of experience all have
market fees are paid by most of them. For small grain negative coefficients indicating that there will be a
traders, market fees are the only form of operating cost decrease in the quantity of food grain distributed while
they incur. According to [1] since market fees do not any  increase in  them  will  not  affect  the quantity of
increase proportionally with trade volume, they affect food grain distributed. The results further reveals that,
primarily small to medium-size traders; they are a educational background was significant at 5 percent level
regressive tax. Given that transport represents such a while loan over period of experience was significant at
large component of traders’ costs, it can be speculated 1percent level of significance. 

The agents acted on behalf of the grain merchants in

2
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CONCLUSION 7. Barrett, C.B., 1997. Liberalization and Food Price

Despite the numerous problems faced by the Food Policy, 22: 155-173. 
participants of the industry, the result reveals an 8. Jayne,   T.S.   and   S.   Jones,   1997.  Food
operational efficiency of 254.7 percent. This implies that Marketing and Pricing Policy in Eastern and
food grain marketing in Adamawa State is highly efficient. Southern  Africa:  A  Survey.  World  Development,

Recommendations: 9. Fafchamps, M. and B. Minten, 1999. Relationships

The formation of a very strong food grain marketer’s Studies, 35(6): 1-35. 
co-operative society in the study area will help to 10. Coulter,   J.    and    C.    Poulton,    1999.  Cereal
minimize the exploitative tendencies of middlemen, Market Liberalization in Africa. In Commodity
give easy access to help from government and credit Reforms: Background, Process and Ramifications.
from financial institutions. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank. 
Government should embark on construction of rural 11. Fafchamps,    M.     and     B.     Mintenm,   2002.
feeder roads and also provide good transport. This Social   Capital    and    Agricultural    Trade.
will arrest the transportation problem faced by American   Journal    of   Agricultural   Economics,
marketers and allow for easy and cheap flow of food 83 (3): 680-685. 
grains from the rural areas to urban markets where 12. Abalu, G.O.I., 1986. Marketing of Agricultural
the demand is high. Produce in Nigeria: Which Way Forward. An invited
Government and private organisations should be paper prepared  for  the  seminar  on  Integrated
encouraged to build more silos, which will provide Rural  Development,  organized  by  the  Directorate
means of storing excess grains at times of surplus of Foods, Roads and Rural Infrastructure, Dodan
production. Barracks, Lagos.
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